discusses how the turf industry contributed to the World War II effort and is definitely worth a few minutes of your
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DAMNED IF YOU DO, BUT NOT IF YOU DON'T

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED - A USGA STAFF OPINION

use of a single nozzle can work as long as wind is not an issue. When fast applications of fertilizers are needed to stay ahead of play, the
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Superintendents have always used

photography to document course

management. This update provides a short

article

Jr., Director of the USGA Green Section, Turf Culture, March 1942).

long experiences of those who have worked with turf have been utilized, but it is hoped that in the near future such valuable

problems often apply to other parts of the

country.

The hole location on a putting green is generally moved on a daily basis. The frequency depends on the specific course and time of

adjustments to your maintenance program

from two golf courses in California that

restrictions and rising water prices. This

Turf-conversion projects are becoming

longer coping with severe winter

problems.

The expansion of low-maintenance,

programs. Let's look at some ongoing fertilization practices

programs. There are

differences between putting green and fairway maintenance

good answers. So are irrigation practices, earthworm control

spread the disease?

superintendents have an additional skill that is far more difficult to learn.

learning how and when to do the right things on the golf course in a

grass grows, you cut it. When a sprinkler leaks, you fix it. When grass

occur and any water applied will only spark and spread the disease?

Heat, humidity and thunderstorms are part
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course did to prevent flooding after a
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Year. This short video explains the reasons and benefits of this practice as well as how the process is performed.

Although the USA was eliminated from the FIFA World Cup in Brazil, American influence is still alive and kicking -